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1.  Isn't Alma Digital separate from Alma?  Is it available for an additional cost?  

Alma Digital is part of Alma, but it is a separate subscription that manages digital (not electronic) 

content in Alma.  

 

2. Don't some Alma DBs have full text content via the CDI? This is confusing to me...  

Alma defines databases as collections without portfolios. The content in the CDI is a searchable list of 

citations. The CDI is also a relational database between citations that includes articles, abstracts, book 

chapters, legal documents, and more. Some content in the CDI is from and may link to content in 

databases. If the database is an Abstracting and Indexing database that’s the content to which you are 

subscribing.  

 

3.  Do the date ranges in the different portfolios represent common entitlements provided by 

vendors?  

Yes. The date range in a portfolio is the coverage that the vendor offers for a particular title. That's why 

it's so important to note the coverage dates at the portfolio level.  

 

4. If you have access via several portfolios, is there a way we can see the date range for each, 

without having to open each one?  

In Alma, searching electronic portfolios where title = New York Times shows the list of portfolios in the 

IZ and their coverage dates show in that results list. 
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5. In our old system, we didn't need 'electronic inventory' - the 856 provided the link. Do ALMA 

electronic records no longer need an 856?  

Alma was designed to natively manage electronic resources. There is no need for 856 links as the 

electronic inventory (portfolios) manages the linking for you.  

 

6.  In Alma collection is different than e-collection 

Electronic collections are sometimes referred to as collections. They are two different things. Collections 

in Alma are viewable and searchable in discovery that can be a mix of electronic, print, and digital 

records.  

 

7. We purchased backfiles from a vendor T&F. Then activated a Collection and one by one 

changed coverage dates to the portfolios. Does doing this take away the cataloging from the 

CZ? Do these portfolios still update from the CZ?  

The portfolios will not continue to update from the CZ. To be able to change coverage dates in a 

portfolio, you would have disconnected the link between the record in your IZ and the record in the CZ. 

In other words, you are taking responsibility for maintaining that portfolio going forward. However, we 

are curious why you needed to change the coverage dates on those backfile portfolios? Are the 

coverage dates in the CZ portfolios not the ones you are being sold by T&F? You might consider creating 

a Support case to look into this. We’d hate for you to have to do so much extra work (maintaining 

portfolios in all ways) when there may be some alternatives! 

 

8.  How does the use of community zone affect total record count vis-a-vis Ex Libris contract 

limits and future add on pricing? We have encouraged use of Open Access CZ collections, but 

do these add to total count of records? 

This is outside the content of this class, and it’s really a question to ask your Ex Libris account 

representative. (It’s possible your contract has different requirements than other contracts.) 

 

9. This is a detailed question, so I understand if this is not the session for this question. But this is 

something we're working through now. Is there documentation that explains how the CDI 

interacts with activated CZ portfolios and completely local e-resources (local bib record, local 

portfolio)? We are trying to understand the impact of ignoring the CZ on content available 

through Summon. We only export CDI; we do not upload all our holdings. 

This is actually a very complex question related to your Alma instance, and we suggest you submit a case 

to Support to get the best help you can get. 
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10. How do we access Alma Essentials and Getting to Know Alma?  

In the Customer Knowledge Center.  

Alma Essentials. https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Training/AlmaEssentials/Alma_Essentials_-

_English 

Getting to Know Alma https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Training/Getting_To_Know_Alma 

 

11.   How do we move an order from a bib that migrated (from Voyager) to attach the order to a 

CZ collection? We want to move orders so that we can take advantage of cost per use 

analytics. 

Check Migration Guides and Tutorials and How to move a POL to another electronic collection 

 

12. What does MMS ID stand for?  

MMSID is the Metadata Management ID. It's the key for the record, similar to bib_id in other systems.  

 

13. Does the service level apply to the entire collection, or specific portfolios?  

Service level is set by the vendor at the collection level. 

 

14.  Are title categories mutually exclusive (can a title be both electronic and physical, or both 

electronic and digital, by attaching different kinds of "inventory" to the same title?)  

A bibliographic record has format settings in the fixed fields and only one option is available there. 

Physical inventory should be attached to a bibliographic record for a physical title. Electronic inventory 

should be attached to a bib record with the format of electronic.  There are facets in Alma and Discovery 

that rely on format settings in bibs where others rely on inventory.  

Discovery systems offer FRBR and Dedupe settings that help you manage the display of these records in 

your public interface.  

 

15. Isn't JAMA a portfolio?  

JAMA is a title of a journal. There are multiple portfolios of JAMA (offered by different providers, 

different coverage dates, different links).  

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Training/AlmaEssentials/Alma_Essentials_-_English
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Training/AlmaEssentials/Alma_Essentials_-_English
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Training/Getting_To_Know_Alma
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Implementation_and_Migration/Migration_Guides_and_Tutorials
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Knowledge_Articles/How_to_move_a_POL_to_another_electronic_collection
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The screenshot below is the result of a title search. The list of portfolios are the ways that you may 

access the journal. Portfolios for the same title may be for different vendors, in different collections, 

with different coverage dates. Linking to the journal is unique to each portfolio and is managed in the 

portfolio record.  

 

Title search for JAMA shows the title record along with a list of portfolios. 

 

16.  Can you connect standalone portfolios to a collection? 

Here is a knowledge article that explains How to link a set of Alma standalone portfolios to a community 

zone collection 

 

17.  Did we talk about Linking Level? It could be helpful to make it known that the Linking Level 

doesn't always mean articles are filtered out if a collection is listed as "Journal" for linking 

level 

We didn’t talk about Linking Level in this session. Linking level is a setting by the vendor at the electronic 

collection level. There may be times when access to an article is through a collection that offers linking 

at the journal level. Your users can still access the article, but it may take some additional navigation in 

the journal’s interface to get to the article.  

 

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Knowledge_Articles/How_to_link_a_set_of_portfolios_to_a_community_zone_collection
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Knowledge_Articles/How_to_link_a_set_of_portfolios_to_a_community_zone_collection
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18. I have a question about Databases.  How does the information for the citations show up in 

Primo? 

Some databases require a subscription to search (as that is the product to which you are subscribing). If 

a database is activated in Alma and the proper credentials are configured the content relating to the 

database is activated in CDI and will show in discovery.  

 

19. Can you do again the advanced search to see just standalones? 

See the following screenshot. 

 

 

20. When searching the electronic collection - Title index, it includes Portfolio titles as well in the 

search, not only the Collection title field?  

Yes. That is by design.  

 

21. Is it possible that collections were added during implementation and activated by ExLibris, 

without POLs?  Does this change how they appear in Alma? I've sometimes had difficulty 

finding collections that I know we have when searching. 

Yes, they can be added as e-collections or standalone e-portfolios during P2E or import from a link 

resolver or discovery system. You might want to review the following Knowledge Article: Post migration 

clean-up of eResources in Alma 

https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Knowledge_Articles/Post_migration_clean-up_of_eResources_in_Alma
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Knowledge_Articles/Post_migration_clean-up_of_eResources_in_Alma

